Kawasaki has shown how to construct a nonequilibrium theory which relaxes to an equilibrium described by the standard Ising model. The main significance of Kawasaki s work is his proof that transport coefhcients do not diverge near the critical point in his model. In this paper, his approach is generalized. Two master-equation models of transport are examined: one gives spin diffusion and thermal diffusion but no sound waves; the other gives thermal diffusion and sound waves. The first model involves a Hermitian transition matrix in the master equation. The Hermiticity enables one to prove a variational theorem which requires the transport coeKcients to be finite. However, sound waves appear as complex eigenvalues of the relaxation time. Hence, they must come from a non-Hermitian master equation. A model is constructed which includes sound waves. In this case, the proof of the finiteness of transport coefBcients fails. Aside from formal questions, the main physical point of this paper is the speculation that infinities in transport coeKcients might be tied to the existence of oscillatory transport modes (like sound waves) coupled into the dynamics of the phase transition.
I. INTRODUCTION ' 'N a very interesting series of papers, ' ' ' Kawasakĩ~h as investigated the behavior of transport coeKcients near the critical point. Basically, his model is an Ising model in which spins on neighboring sites are interchanged at a given rate. The details of the interchange are arranged so that the system relaxes to the usual Ising model equilibrium state. This model then describes spin diffusion in an insulator or particle diffusion in a binary alloy like P brass.
Kawasaki formulates his model in terms of a master equation. Glauber' and Heims' have also applied master equations to Ising models. However, a special feature of Kawasaki's work is a variational theorem which enables him to calculate an upper bound to the transport coe%cients in his model. This upper bound is finite so that the exact transport coefficients derived from this model cannot possibly diverge near the critical point.
This model is a rough description of the situation in materials' such as P brass. Indeed, experiment indicates that the particle self-di6usion coefficient does not appear to diverge near the critical point in these materials.
However, other critical points are accompanied by divergent transport coefhcients. In the liquid gas phase transition the thermal conductivity Xp ' K. Kawasaki, Phys. Rev. 145, 224 (1966 At first sight this failure appears to be a great mystery. The arguments for 6nite transport coefficients seem very simple and general: The existence of a master equation, the proof of a variational theorem, and 6nally the explicit calculation of a finite upper limit. However, there turns out to be one feature of the argument which is not universally applicable. The proof of the variational theorem depends upon the Hermitian nature of Michels, J. V. Sengers. and P. S. van der Gulik, Physica 28, 1201 , 1216 (1962 ; A. Michels and J. V. Sengers, ibid. 28, 1238 Sengers, ibid. 28, (1962 35, 933 (1964) ; Phys. Rev. 139A, 1866 (1965) . "M. Fixman, J. Chem. Phys. 36, 310 (1962) ; W. Botch and M. Fixman, ibid. 36, 3100 (1962) » K. Kawasaki, Phys. Rev. 150, 291 (1966) . "J.M. Deutch and R. Zwanzig, J.Chem. Phys. 46, 1612 Phys. 46, (1967 . Sengers (Natl. Bur. Std. Misc. Publ. No. 273, 1965) . R. A. Ferrel et al. , Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 891 (1967 Rev. 155, 75 (1967) . 310 the transition matrix in the master equation. The transition matrix then has real eigenstates and these eigenvalues have the physical significance of being the relaxation times of the different modes in the system. Of course, di6usion processes involve real relaxation times. For example, thermal diffusion produces an inverse relaxation time for a disturbance with wave vector q which is r '= (Xr/pC")q'. But, sound waves and spin waves are oscillatory phenomena. Insofar as they are not damped, they are represented by pure imaginary relaxation times. When damping is included, these eigenvalues of the transition matrix become complex. Hence, as soon as we admit sound waves, we must abandon the Hermitian transition matrix in the master equation. Then the proof of the finiteness of transport coefFicients fails because the variational principle no longer exists. It seems possible, at least, that infinities in transport coefficients are tied to the existence of oscillatory modes coupled into the dynamics of the phase transition and their consequent nonHermitian representation in the transition matrix.
In this paper, these basic ideas are examined through the consideration of master-equation models of transport phenomena. In the next section, the formalism of master equations is described with a view to seeing how equilibrium behavior and conservation laws are fixed into the structure of these equations. Section III describes a model for transport which relaxes to the standard Ising model in equilibrium. The spin-exchange processes are constructed in such a manner as to conserve the Ising model energy and the total spin. Therefore, the master equation implies two diAusive transport modes: spin diffusion and thermal di6usion.
For T& T, and zero magnetic field, we prove that the two transport coefficients involved are finite at T,. ( For example,
is just a dimensionless version of the ordinary spin susceptibility as calculated from the equilibrium behavior of the ordinary Ising model. Similarly, X"is the speci6c heat and X, the derivative of the magnetization with respect to temperature. All these thermodynamic derivatives diverge near the critical point.
The right-hand side of Eq. (3.12) gives the divergence of the currents in the presence of the gradients of magnetic 6eld and temperature. Hence, the X's are the transport coefficients of the model as determined by our local equilibrium approximation. For example, X"is the thermal conductivity, X is the spin-di6usion transport coefficient.
It is relatively easy to calculate the transport coefficients in this local equilibrium approximation. In three dimensions we 6nd =Sw~(( , ' (1 e;e-,.)b-(u"u;))), (3.14a) where r and r' are any pair of next-nearest neighbors. Physically, we want a particle to move in the direction of its momentum and land in the first unoccupied site which is permissible from the point of view of energy conservation. The projection operator h. .. in Eq. (4.7b) is designed to produce a proper operator for describing the motion of a particle from r to r'. We write h. . . Physically, the difference between 6 and 6 arises because these functions answer di8erent questions.
When 6, , =1, a particle at r can go to r'. Thus g, points from r to r'. When 6, ,, = 1, a particle at r cars hase come from r'. Then g, must point from r' to r.
Notice that every particle can come from one and only one place. This means that Otherwise, A. ..~= 0. In symbols A. .. o=x2(1+o,)-', (1 -o, ) 8(u"u, ) g 2i, , . =-, '(1+o, ).
(4.14)
Notice that similarity between Eqs. (4.1.1) and (4.14). X p 8(r+ng", r')8, , , (4.9) As a result of this symmetry, Te has one important left-right symmetry property. According To= -, 'we Q (J,,; -Ij)6,, ;e. Notice that T~a nd T~e ach conserve the total number of particles with a given value of g, . These terms alone give too many "momentum" conservation laws. (4.27c. ) In two dimensions, the factor~~on the left-hand side of Eq. (4.27c) is replaced by unity.
These equations look quite complex, but they have a simple physical interpretation. The left-hand sides are the time derivatives of the number density, energy density, and momentum density evaluated for local equilibrium. The thermodynamic derivatives are evaluated in the lattice gas. The only difference from the usual case is that our n is the usual p/kT. The derivative
Bp, p "E describes the infinite compressibility of the usual lattice gas at the critical point. Also (B~/Bp)" is proportional to C". The terms involving X's are the transport coeKcients. For example, =w" «$(1 -0~, . )8 (N"N, ) )). (4.31b)
Notice that p appears in two places: The drift current is proportional to pv and the "pressure gradient" con- Notice that 6",~sends a particle from r to r' in the direction of g, . Then, inside the sum (x' -x)= lx' -xl(g, ). . Since the process described by the transition matrix T' involves no interchange of particles, T' does not contribute to ) "".The contribution to ) ""from the T" term is)( "which is given in Eq. (3.14a) and is obviously finite. Consequently, we concentrate on the contribution due to T. '= -(1/q')(n «I&'P" In, q) Since 0 requires that there be no holes which lie between r and r+ne, the sum over n gains exponentially small contributions from large n. Hence the local equilibrium approximation transport coeKcient is finite.
